Abstract

There has been a sustained interest among researchers and network operators in providing quality of service (QoS) over the Internet. As an essential tool for supporting QoS, development of effective and scalable admission control is an important topic of research. Over the years, various admission-control schemes have been proposed that claim to scale well in a network environment where the network core is kept relatively simple and processing burdens are pushed to the edges of the network. This study surveyed selected admission-control schemes of this type. The contribution of this study is an introduction of new classifications of admission-control schemes, which is based on locations where the key admission-control mechanisms are implemented in a network. The survey of the literature was conducted in light of location-based classification of admission controls and details the workings of schemes, discusses their contributions, and identifies areas of further development.

Introduction

Admission control is a process through which a network node determines whether to accept a new flow request or deny it. It is a traffic management tool through which the load on a network is controlled. The admission decision is made based on several criteria: 1) the current and future availability of network resources, 2) the impact of admission decisions on the existing flows, and 3) the policy control implemented by the network administrator.

Admission control is essential when the network promises service guarantees or levels of service assurances. The goals of the admission control are to protect the performance objectives of the existing flows, deny any requests the network is unable to provide for, and accept as many new flows as the network can commit to.

A. Classical Admission Control

Admission control has been a topic of strong interest among researchers for many years. Research activities were particularly active when ATM standards were emerging. ATM employs a connection-oriented, hop-by-hop admission-control scheme as follows: A call is requested from a user to the network by means of signaling. The signaling message carries a profile of the requested call, referred to as a traffic descriptor, which details the characteristics of the generated traffic such as peak rate and delay requirement. Upon receiving the call request, the network node executes an admission test by examining the traffic descriptor against the current state of the node. If enough resource is available, the node admits the new call and forwards the request to the downstream node. The downstream node, in turn, executes an admission test and decides whether to admit the requested call or not. This process is repeated until the call request reaches the destination.

In order to make a sound admission decision, each node maintains the state of all calls established through the node. This information is updated every time a new call is added or an existing call is terminated. Due to a large amount of state information required at each node, concerns have been raised regarding resource usage efficiency and the scalability of such admission processes.

B. Integrated Services and RSVP

Successful deployment of ATM networks inspired researchers and engineers to build IP networks capable of QoS support, similar to that of ATM. Much of the knowledge and experience gained from ATM has been incorporated into the design of new IP networks. Integrated Services [1] and RSVP [2] are the outcomes of their effort and define the core specifications for QoS-enabled IP networks. The combination of IntServ and RSVP gave hope for the QoS support on IP networks. As with ATM, IntServ architecture aims to provide service guarantees through resource reservation. Through RSVP, it employs end-to-end signalling to communicate QoS parameters for the reservation of resources. However, on this type of architecture, each reservation of resource requires a state to be maintained at every node along the path of an end-to-end flow. It has been said that such architectures may not scale well due to heavy processing overhead and large memory consumption required to maintain those flow states. Considering the rate at which the size of Internet is growing and the number of hosts being added, the concentration of flows within the core routers can be a real issue and the management of individual flow states will become increasingly difficult. A mechanism that simplifies the operations of the network core is desired.
C. Differentiated Services Architecture

To remedy the scalability problem of IntServ with an RSVP approach, differentiated services [3] have been proposed. DiffServ achieves the scalability by relieving the network core from resource-intensive operations and placing the complexity at the edge routers. Specifically, classification and conditioning of packets is performed only at the edges of the network. DiffServ does not employ hop-by-hop signaling in order to avoid the maintenance of per-flow state within the core of the network. Instead, flows with similar profiles are aggregated at the edge routers so that the core routers only need to handle bundles of flows.

DiffServ supports class-of-service differentiations. In order to maintain the promised level of service, the amount of traffic accepted at each class, especially at higher levels of classes, must be limited. Otherwise, the Service Level Agreement between the user and the network will be violated [4]. Thus, there is a need for admission control. In order for the edge nodes to make sound admission decisions, they must receive feedback from other parts of the network. DiffServ specification makes no mention of how this is to be done.

D. Multiprotocol Label Switching

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [5] is an evolving and expanding set of protocols developed by IETF. MPLS can be seen as a combination of different feature sets from ATM, IntServ, and DiffServ. This is achieved through the creation of a unidirectional signaled path, known as Label Switched Path. Label Switched Path is established by RSVP-based call control, known as RSVP-TE. MPLS aims to provide QoS-enabled transmission paths over the Internet. MPLS employs encapsulation of packets with short descriptors known as labels at the entry nodes of the MPLS network. The label determines which QoS class the packet belongs to and where it will be forwarded to. The same label will be placed on all packets that belong to the same QoS class and the same forwarding destination.

MPLS is gaining wide acceptance as a WAN protocol-of-choice and replacing Frame Relay and ATM-based WANs. It is used to transport Voice Over IP (VOIP) traffic and extend Ethernet LANs over the Internet. The strengths of MPLS include the seamless support of IP packets with QoS support, ability to operate through segments of network that do not support MPLS, and scalability afforded by the implementation of labels and simple operations at the core of the network. MPLS is protocol agnostic in that the payload of the labeled packets may be of any type, such as Ethernet frames or ATM cells. MPLS is designed specifically for those protocols that do not support QoS natively, such as IP. MPLS allows multiple layers of label encapsulations to allow tunneling through different administrative MPLS domains. Because MPLS uses RSVP-based call control, it inherits the same strengths and weaknesses of RSVP.

There is a need for admission control that scales well in an environment where core routers are kept relatively simple and processing burdens are pushed to the edges of the network. This study surveyed admission-control schemes recently proposed, all of which claim to offer some level of scalability. The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 classifies the admission-control schemes and scheduling algorithms in several categories. Section 3 surveys the admission-control schemes being proposed in recent years and describes the goals, approaches, contributions, and shortcomings of each scheme; Section 4 concludes the survey.

Classifications of Admission Control and Scheduling Algorithms

This section describes the classifications of admission-control schemes and scheduling algorithms.

A. Parameter-Based vs. Measurement-Based Admission Control

Admission-control schemes are generally classified as either parameter-based or measurement-based approaches. In either case, users request service from the network by sending flow specifications. Flow specifications describe the nature of packet flows (e.g. peak rate) and requirements for packet handling within the network (e.g. loss rate). The network uses parameters specified in the flow specifications to compute how much resource it must set aside in order to support the requested flow. The admission decision will be made by comparing the required resource against what is available on a node.

The differences between the two approaches exist in the way the allocated resource on a node is being estimated. In parameter-based admission control, the node computes its reserved resource by keeping track of parameter values in flow specifications at each flow establishment and termination. With this approach, the amount of allocated resource is a discrete function and the network node knows exactly how much resource is used or reserved at any given time. The strength of this approach lies in its ability to provide hard guarantees to each flow being accepted. One of the shortcomings is that it does not use the resource efficiently. The worst-case scenario is typically used to compute the resource reservation requirements to assure hard guarantees. Once the
resource is marked as reserved, it is no longer available for new flows that request guaranteed service.

Under the measurement-based approach, the resource consumed by existing flows on a network is estimated by measuring the actual traffic flow. It applies statistical principles to assess the current and very-near-future state of the network. Expressed by way of confidence level, it can predict a likelihood of being able to support a requested level of service based on the traffic pattern of the past. Using this information, a network node decides whether to admit a flow or reject it. This approach is shown to have much better utilization of network resources than the parameter-based one. However, measurement-based admission control does not provide hard guarantees.

The level of assurance this approach gives is based on the past history; the applicability of confidence level depends on whether the traffic pattern will remain similar to that of the past. Since the network is not immune to sudden changes in its environment (e.g., traffic pattern changes, link failures), the measurement-based approach may be effective only on stable networks. Another shortcoming of this approach is that it requires an accumulation of a long history. In order to yield a high utilization, the confidence interval at a given confidence level must be kept short. This requires many samples. Without a long history, admission decisions must be made with a very conservative view of the unused resources.

In recent years, admission-control schemes that are hybrid between parameter-based and measurement-based approaches have been investigated [4], [6], [12], [14]. They incorporate past history (i.e., measurements) to adjust the reserved bandwidth (i.e., parameters) of flows. Due to their duality, the strengths of either approach may mitigate the weaknesses of the other. Because of this unique property, a hybrid approach to admission control is gaining interest.

B. Stateful vs. Stateless Scheduling Algorithms

The manner in which the arriving packets are queued and processed at each network node, referred to as scheduling, can have a significant impact on the way the admission control is carried out. Scheduling algorithms are generally classified as stateful or stateless for the purpose of scalability discussion. Stateful algorithms require maintenance of individual flow state at every node along the path of a flow. Examples of stateful-scheduling algorithms include Fair Queueing [7], [8], Virtual Clock [9], and their variants such as Weighted Fair Queueing [8] and Jitter-Virtual Clock [4]. These algorithms have been developed for the support of guaranteed service as their primary objective. They give precise control over the treatment of individual flow and can provide bounds on bandwidth allocation and end-to-end delay. The major drawback of stateful schedulers is that they require maintenance of per flow QoS state of all flows at each network node. Due to the size of and the complexity involved in the management of QoS state information, the scalability of this approach has been challenged. When a stateful scheduler is deployed in a network, admission control makes use of individual QoS state maintained at each node and determines whether the node has sufficient resources to meet the demands of the newly-requested flow.

Stateless-scheduling algorithms, on the other hand, maintain no QoS state at any part of the network. FIFO and LIFO queueing are examples of stateless algorithms. Since it requires no state maintenance, it is scalable. However, it does not provide the control necessary to support various QoS requirements. The Internet, for the most part, is composed of network nodes supporting stateless-queueing algorithms.

In recent years, a new type of scheduler has been added to the above. It is called core-stateless scheduling. Core-stateless scheduling aims to provide a similar level of QoS control offered by stateful algorithms, yet strives to achieve network scalability comparable to one offered by stateless algorithms. In core-stateless algorithms, the edge nodes maintain QoS states of individual flows, but the core routers do not. The core routers may maintain aggregate-level information that assists in controlling flows, depending on the implementation. The elimination of individual flow states from the core routers is made possible by embedding the QoS states in each packet header. There have been some novel ideas proposed using this scheduling mechanism. Core-Stateless Fair Queueing [10], Core-Jitter VC [4], and Virtual Time Reference System [11] are examples of core-stateless algorithms. They are further explained later in the survey section of this paper.

C. Location Based Classification of Admission Control

A contribution of this study is the introduction of location-based classification of admission-control schemes. It is a new classification based on locations at which the key admission-control algorithms are applied. According to location-based classification, admission-control algorithms proposed in recent years are classified into the following five categories: admission control at 1) edge nodes (Edges), 2) central node (Central), 3) ingress node (Ingress), 4) egress node (Egress), and 5) end-user station (End-to-End). The taxonomy of admission-control schemes is given in Figure 1.
Admission control at edge nodes (i.e., Edges) lessons the processing requirements of core routers through flow aggregation at network edges. Core routers process and maintain only the aggregate flow reservation information. Through aggregation, overhead reduction is made possible by fewer signaling-message exchanges and less call-state maintenance. Aggregation of RSVP [13] belongs to this category.

Admission control at central node (i.e., Central) employs a master server that performs admission-control functions on behalf of all routers in a network. By off-loading resource-intensive services, core routers become lightweight. Bandwidth Broker [12] uses this approach.

Admission control at ingress node (i.e., Ingress) enables core routers to make admission decisions without needing to maintain individual flow states. Ingress node measures the rate of packet arrivals for each individual flow and inserts this information in each packet header. Core routers read this information and accumulate them per aggregate flow. Thus, the core routers only maintain aggregate flow states and are able to make admission decisions at an individual flow basis. Dynamic Packet State (DPS) [4] uses this approach.

Admission control at egress node (i.e., Egress) pushes the complexity to the egress routers so that no per-flow states need to be maintained in the core of the network. Egress routers construct profiles of flows by monitoring the packet arrivals and departures. By measuring delay experienced by each packet, egress routers estimate the dynamically changing network load. Based on this information, the egress routers make admission decisions. Egress admission control [14] belongs to this category.

Admission control at the end-user station (i.e., End-to-End) uses a form of in-band signaling to estimate the availability of network resources. The admission decision is typically made by end users, rather than the network. Prior to sending data traffic, an originating end user sends a stream of packets at a constant rate for a short period of time. The receiver measures the arrival pattern of probing packets and returns the summary statistics. Upon receiving the summary information, the sender decides whether the network is capable of carrying the requested load. Scalable Reservation Protocol [15] and others [16]–[18] belong to this category.

### Survey of Admission-Control Schemes

In light of location-based classifications of admission-control schemes described above, this section surveys selected admission-control schemes.

#### A. Admission Control at Ingress Node

Dynamic Packet State (DPS) [4] is an ingress-node based admission-control scheme and employees a core-stateless scheduler. Its goal is to make admission decisions for new flows without maintaining individual flow states in the core of the network. DPS also aims to achieve end-to-end per-flow delay and bandwidth guarantees on a network, where only the edge routers perform per-flow management. To meet these goals, DPS uses a packet-header marking technique, where the ingress node encodes state information on the header of each packet. The core nodes apply control to packets according to their header markings. DPS proposes two innovative schemes, one in admission control and the other in scheduling. How these schemes work is described in subsequent sections.

DPS’s admission-control scheme is comprised of two algorithms: 1) per-hop admission control and 2) aggregate reservation estimation. The former is parameter-based, while the latter is measurement-based. Each algorithm independently computes an estimated reserved bandwidth of aggregated flows. These estimates should be very close, if not the same. However, under certain conditions, deviations from the true reserved bandwidth are observed on each of the two algorithms in opposite directions. One algorithm estimates at a higher rate than the true reserved bandwidth and the other estimates at a lower rate. The first algorithm does not account for the duplicate reservation requests. This can lead to an under-utilization of a link due to inflated estimation of the reserved bandwidth.

The second algorithm does not include the effects of new calls being admitted in the middle of an estimate cycle. This results in estimating the reserved bandwidth at a lower rate than the actual rate. The results from these two algorithms are reconciled at the end of a fixed interval and arrive at one value that better reflects the true reserved bandwidth. The goal of admission control in DPS is to estimate a close upper bound on a reserved aggregate rate so that a deterministic guarantee can be made to those calls being accepted, while
minimizing over-reservation. DPS proposes a scheduling algorithm that provides service guarantees at levels comparable to IntServ on DiffServ-like environments. This scheduling algorithm is called Core-Jitter Virtual Clock (Core-Jitter VC). It is a non-work conserving scheduling algorithm.

Core-Jitter Virtual Clock is a variant of Jitter Virtual Clock (Jitter VC). The primary difference between the two algorithms is that Core-Jitter VC is a core-stateless-based scheduler, while Jitter VC is a stateful scheduler. Core-Jitter VC provides the same delay guarantee as Jitter VC at an end-to-end path, but not at intermediate routers. Jitter VC has been proven to provide the same level of guarantee as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [4]. Thus, Core-Jitter VC also provides the same guarantee as WFQ at the end-to-end path.

Jitter VC and Core-Jitter VC, are based on a packet-header marking and queueing architecture, where each router in a path of a flow reads and re-marks packet-header information for queueing and scheduling purposes. They employ a delay-jitter-rate-controller unit [20] for queueing purposes and a Virtual-Clock scheduler for scheduling purposes. A packet entering into a Jitter-VC router or a Core-Jitter-VC router will be held in a waiting room by the delay-jitter-rate-controller until it becomes eligible for transmission. Once the packet is released from the waiting room, Virtual-Clock scheduler services them in order of their earliest deadline. Each packet is given a deadline by which it must leave the Jitter-VC server or the Core-Jitter-VC server.

In order to better explain the workings of Core-Jitter VC, Jitter VC is described first. For the $k$th packet of flow $i$, its eligible time $e_{i,j}^k$ and deadline $d_{i,j}^k$ at the $j$th node on its path under the Jitter-VC algorithm are computed as follows:

$$e_{i,j}^k = a_{i,j}^k, d_{i,j}^k = max(a_{i,j}^k + \delta_{i,j}^{k-1}, d_{i,j}^{k-1}), \quad i, j \geq 1, \quad k \geq 1 \tag{4}$$

$$d_{i,j}^k = e_{i,j}^k + \frac{l_i^k}{g_i^k}, \quad i, j, k \geq 1 \tag{5}$$

where $a_{i,j}^k$ is the arrival time, $l_i^k$ is the packet length, and $g_{i,j-1}^k$ is the amount of time between the packet’s deadline and the actual departure time. At every packet departure at every router, this $g$ value is computed and recorded in its packet header and read at the subsequent router. A sample time diagram of packets going through a series of Jitter-VC servers is depicted in Figure 2(a). The shaded area depicts delays experienced by the second packet at each node.

Figure 2. The time diagram of packets through (a) Jitter-VC servers and (b) Core-Jitter-VC servers

Jitter VC is a stateful service because, by equation (4), each router must maintain the deadline, $d_{i,j}^{k-1}$, of a previously received packet when it computes the eligibility time, $e_{i,j}^k$, of an arriving packet from the same flow.

Core-Jitter VC improves upon Jitter VC and makes the scheme stateless. It does so by removing the term $d_{i,j}^{k-1}$ from the equation (4) and introducing a new term, $\delta_{i,j}^k$, a slack variable, instead, which holds the following property:

$$d_{i,j}^k + g_{i,j-1}^k + \delta_{i,j}^k \geq g_{i,j}^{k-1}, \quad j \geq 1 \tag{6}$$

With the above definition, the eligibility time of a packet at the $j$th node can be computed as follows—compare it to equation (4):

$$e_{i,j}^k = a_{i,j}^k + g_{i,j-1}^k + \delta_{i,j}^k, \quad j \geq 1 \tag{7}$$

The details of how the actual value for the slack variable $\delta_{i,j}^k$ is determined are given by Stoica and Zhang [4]. A sample time diagram of packets going through a series of Core-Jitter-VC servers is depicted in Figure 2(b). Observe that the slack time, $\delta_{i,j}$, is a fixed value for all participating nodes in flow $i$ for the $k$th packet.
The strengths of DPS include its ability to guarantee bandwidth and delay bound-through Core-Jitter VC. The proposed admission-control algorithm is robust in the presence of network failures and partial reservation since the algorithm to estimate the reservation rate does not remember the past beyond the period, $T_w$. DPS’s largest contribution is that it is the first of its kind to demonstrate that there is a way to provide a hard guarantee on bandwidth and delay requirements without maintaining individual flow states in the core of the network. DPS proposed a noble idea of inserting individual flow states in the header of packets so that the core nodes don’t have to maintain them. DPS inspired others in developing new schemes based on this premise [11], [21].

While DPS offers guaranteed services without individual flow-state maintenance at core routers, the overall scalability gained from this architecture remains a question. Insertion and interpretation of state information in every data packet can be an expensive operation. Indeed, there is a concern that DPS may be transforming all data packets into control packets such that core nodes must pay extra attention to every packet they receive regardless of its type. Core-Jitter Virtual Clock scheduler requires both ingress and core nodes to monitor and alter the header of every data packet that travels through. For admission control, only the ingress router writes to the packet header, yet core routers must read and process every data packet. Since the control information is embedded in the data packet headers, all packets become essential to the healthy operation of the network. Considering the parameter-based QoS model, where only the control packets need extra attention from the routers, DPS’s new approach could potentially add higher processing demands on network routers.

Another drawback of DPS’s admission control is that it requires insertion of dummy packets at the ingress router when there is no data flow. Dummy packets must be injected in the network every time there is a gap between data packets, which is larger than the maximum inter-packet arrival time $T_j$. $T_j$ is typically a small window compared to the period $T_w$ used to compute the aggregate reserved rate. This type of approach works well for those applications that generate traffic at a constant bit rate and always terminate the reservation as soon as the transmission is over, such as telephony. DPS’s admission-control scheme may not appeal strongly to other types of network applications. If the source is silent for an extended period of time, constant bit-rate dummy packets must be inserted into a network at $1/T_j$ rate. This could result in wasted bandwidth because even the best-effort traffic cannot take full advantage of unused bandwidth.

B. Admission Control at Central Node

Bandwidth Broker (BB) [12] belongs to the centrally-controlled admission-control approach that aims to provide scalability in the network by off-loading the routers’ control-plane functionalities to a master server known as a Bandwidth Broker. Bandwidth Broker maintains QoS-state information for all flows of every router within a designated domain. Network routers perform only the data-plane functionalities (i.e., packet forwarding), in addition to the exchange of QoS-related information of each flow with Bandwidth Broker.

Bandwidth-Broker architecture is built upon the Virtual Time Reference System (VTRS) [11]. It is classified as a core-stateless scheduling scheme, where the core routers in the network do not maintain individual flow states. VTRS is a framework on which guaranteed services can be offered in a network without mandating that a specific scheduling algorithm (e.g., Core-Jitter VC) be employed. It consists of three logical components: a packet state carried by packets, edge-traffic conditioning at the network edge, and a per-hop virtual-time reference and update mechanism at the core routers.

VTRS was inspired by the work presented in Dynamic Packet State (DPS) [4], where the core-stateless approach was first introduced. VTRS is an extension to DPS; however, VTRS has unique and significant contributions beyond what DPS proposed. First, it established generalized mathematical expressions that bound end-to-end delay and bandwidth requirement for the support of flows that travel through core-stateless routers. Second, framework defined in VTRS is generic enough that it not only expresses delay bounds and sustainable rates of a flow through core-stateless schedulers, but also through stateful schedulers (e.g., WFQ) as well as stateless (e.g., FIFO) schedulers. Third, the framework allows mixing of rate-based and delay-based schedulers in the path of a flow. Fourth, it introduced two new work-conserving core-stateless scheduling algorithms: Core Stateless Virtual Clock (CSVC), which is rate-based and Virtual Time Earliest Deadline First (VT-EDF), which is delay-based.

Consider the path of a flow $j$ on a network, traversing $h$ hops of routers. Suppose that $q$ routers execute rate-based scheduling and $h - q$ routers employ delay-based schedulers. Packets entering the network will be shaped at the edge node and move through a series of core nodes. Delays that the packets experience will be at the shaper and at each core node. Then, the total delay of end-to-end path of flow $j$, $d_{2e}^j$, is

$$d_{2e}^j = d_{\text{shaper}}^j + d_{\text{core}}^j$$ (8)
For simplicity, we do not consider the delay experienced at the shaper in this paper. It suffices to say that \( d_{\text{shaper}} \) varies by the type of shaper being used and the maximum delay that can be bounded. Zhang gives an example of delay experienced at the shaper using a dual token-bucket regulator [12].

The delay experienced at core nodes is bounded by

\[
\frac{d_{j,k}}{r_j} = q \frac{L_{j,\text{max}}}{r_j} + (h - 1q)d_j + \sum_{i=1}^{h-1} \pi_i + \sum_{i=1}^{h} \psi_i \quad (9)
\]

The term \( q \frac{L_{j,\text{max}}}{r_j} \) represents the delay experienced at rate-based routers and \( (h - 1q)d_j \) represents the delay observed at delay-based routers. \( \sum_{i=1}^{h-1} \pi_i \) is the total propagation delay and \( \psi_i \) is the error term of node \( i \), which has the following property:

\[
\hat{\psi}_{j,k} \leq \psi_{j,k} + \psi_i \quad (10)
\]

where \( \hat{\psi}_{j,k} \) is the virtual finish time of packet \( k \) in flow \( j \) at node \( i \). It means that the targeted packet-departure time in a virtual time line is the latest time the packet may leave the node and still meet the delay requirement. \( \hat{\psi}_{j,k} \) is the actual finish time (i.e., actual packet departure time) of packet \( k \) in flow \( j \) at node \( i \).

Having achieved the bandwidth and delay guarantees through VTRS on core-stateless network, the designers of VTRS enhanced its scalability further by moving the QoS-related control functions out of core routers to a master server known as a Bandwidth Broker. Bandwidth Broker is composed of three service components: policy control, QoS routing, and admission control. Policy control determines which hosts and applications are allowed to access the network. QoS routing selects a path that fulfills the requirements of a requested flow. Admission control determines the eligibility and feasibility of the requested flow by consulting the policy control and QoS routing control.

Bandwidth Broker (BB) suggests that by moving the admission-control function from the core routers to a central server, several positive outcomes can be expected. First, it further alleviates the core routers from burdensome processing and making them potentially more efficient. Second, service guarantees can be made for both per-flow and aggregate flows. Third, by decoupling the QoS-related functionalities of control plane from core routers, it may be possible to introduce new guaranteed services without requiring software or hardware upgrades at core routers. Fourth, it allows the execution of sophisticated and optimized admission control for the entire network, which might have been difficult under the hop-by-hop admission control. Fifth, the problem of inconsistent QoS states observed in the hop-by-hop reservation mechanism can be lessened. Sixth, through the physical separation of control- and data-plane functionalities, issues in control plane (e.g., scalability of Bandwidth Broker) can be dealt separately from the issues in data plane. Seventh, admission control can be performed at an entire path level, as opposed to a local level as done by the hop-by-hop approach, and could reduce the complexity of admission-control algorithms. Finally, BB addresses the effects of dynamic join and leave of individual flows to and from an aggregate flow and incorporates such effects into the admission-control algorithm.

There are several open issues with the design of Bandwidth Broker. While it addresses the core routers’ scalability issues well, it does not elaborate much on the Bandwidth Broker’s scalability issues. The amount of flow state information the Bandwidth Broker must manage could increase dramatically as the size of the network grows. There is a mention [12] that this problem can be alleviated by employing multiple Bandwidth Brokers in distributed fashion. This is contrary to one of the original motives of BB, where it tries to avoid the problem of inconsistent network view, which is often introduced by the distributed approach.

There also may be a potential delay incurred when the concentration of communications to and from the Bandwidth Broker becomes severe. Though it is convenient to have policy and QoS-routing information on-hand for admission decisions, performing all three tasks for the entire network can be demanding and it warrants a careful feasibility study. Finally, there is always a danger of a single point of failure, which results not only in an inability to make admission decisions, but also in loss of all QoS-related control-plane functionalities, which Bandwidth Broker provides.

C. Admission Control at Edge Nodes

Aggregation of RSVP reservations [13] belongs to the edges-based admission-control approach and it aims to provide scalability in the network core by aggregating reservation requests of individual flows at the edge nodes. Individual flows between the same pair of source and destination nodes can form an aggregate. It is an extension to RSVP specifications. The primary focus of this approach is on the reduction of RSVP message exchanges, which leads to conservation of memory and processing power at those locations where the volume of individual flows may be heaviest.
The scheme employs two techniques to achieve its goals: suppression and aggregation of reservation messages. Individual-flow RSVP requests are suppressed at the ingress node by altering their protocol ID. The subsequent nodes in the routing path will not see these packets as reservation messages, except at the egress node. When the packets reach the egress node, they will be restored to their original IDs. As the egress node alters the protocol ID of reservation packets for individual flow, it computes the total bandwidth requested from each flow. Once the requests reach a certain total bandwidth, the ingress node initiates an aggregation and sends an AGGREGATE PATH message to downstream nodes. Upon receiving this message, the egress node returns an AGGREGATE RESERVE message and nodes in the path commit the reserved resource for the aggregate flow. Each node in the downstream path marks an appropriate amount of resources for reservation.

RSVP Reservation Aggregation is a logical and natural extension to the existing RSVP. The main contribution is that RSVP will be able to signal AGGREGATE PATH and RESERVE messages and that the core routers need not maintain per-flow states any longer.

Anticipated resource savings can be large when the number of aggregated flows is substantially fewer than the individual flows. It will work well in an environment where there are many end stations that are networked together with a few edge routers, such as VPN. On the other hand, when the scheme is applied to a network, where the number of edge routers is large and the distribution of flows is evenly spread among all edges, resource savings may not be as large as the previously-described environment due to lack of concentrations. Service-provider networks typically belong to the latter type. Furthermore, when the number of aggregate flows increases to a substantial volume, they face similar problems to having many individual flows.

The scheme presented in RFC 3175 allows only those individual flows with the same source and destination pair to form an RSVP aggregate. This is different from DiffServ aggregation, where any flow can form an aggregate, regardless of addresses, so long as they are marked with the same DS Code Point.

RFC 3175 points out that frequent modifications to the bandwidth reservation of aggregate flows due to additions and terminations of individual flow can lead to a large number of reservation updates. This is contrary to the base assumption that fewer reservation messages are generated when individual flow requests are aggregated. On the other hand, infrequent updates to the reserved bandwidth of an aggregate flow can result in wasted bandwidth, since a large block of resources will need to be reserved to absorb temporal bandwidth fluctuations. Thus, there is a trade-off between scalability of the scheme and efficient use of bandwidth.

D. Admission Control at Egress Node

Egress Admission Control [14] performs data collection and admission decisions at the egress router. It processes reservation messages only at the network edge (egress router) and uses continual passive monitoring of a path to assess its available resources. It models the network as a black-box system, where a flow of packets arrives at one end of the box (ingress node), goes through the box (core nodes), and comes out at the other side of the box (egress node). All other flows on the network are modeled as interfering cross-traffic of the measured flow. Using this block-box model, Egress Admission Control aims to develop envelopes that accurately characterize the upper bounds on arrival and service processes through measurement at the egress node. A unique characteristic of these envelopes is that they implicitly include the effects of cross traffic that are not directly measured at the egress point and implicitly prevent other egress points from admitting flows beyond an acceptable range. By applying the extreme theory [22] to the measured envelopes, it estimates the end-to-end service availability of a certain traffic class. This estimate is used for making admission decisions.

Egress Admission Control constructs envelopes for arrival process and service process. All edge nodes are synchronized with each other using Network Time Protocol [23] and they time stamp every packet entering the network. When packets reach the egress node, the time stamp in the packet header is read and an arrival envelope, known as peak rate envelope [24], which captures the behavior of the peak rate of the arrival process, is constructed. The peak rate envelope is constantly updated at a short fixed interval. At a longer time scale, changes in the envelope are measured, expressed as variance, and used to compute the confidence interval of the peak-rate envelope.

The service envelope describes the behavior of the worst rate of service process. When packets arrive at an egress node, it examines each packet’s header and computes the delay it experienced. Using this information, the egress node constructs the trace of maximum time required to service a certain number of bits, called minimum service envelope. The variance observed by the changes in the service envelop in a longer time scale is used to compute the confidence interval.

When a new flow is requested, using its declared peak rate and delay bound, adding it to the measured peak rate arrival envelope, the admission test will compare this value against the measured service envelop, taking into account variances,
and determine if statistically enough bandwidth exists through the network.

Consider a black-box system that has a measured peak arrival envelope with mean $R(t)$ and variance $\sigma^2(t)$. Assume it has a minimum service envelope with mean $S(t)$ and variance $\psi^2(t)$. Suppose a new flow request arrives with the peak-rate envelope $r(t)$. Then, through the extreme theory [14], $R(t)$ and $S(t)$ are Gumbel distributed and the flow can be admitted with delay bound $D$ at confidence level of $\Phi(\alpha)$, if

$$tR(t) + tr(t) - S(t + D) + a\sqrt{t^2 + \sigma^2(t) + \psi^2(t + D)} < 0$$

$$0 \leq t \leq T$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} R(t) + r(t) \leq \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{S(t)}{t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Egress Admission Control has several noteworthy properties. First, since it employs a measurement-based algorithm, there is a potential for an efficient use of network bandwidth. Second, it does not require core nodes to process resource reservation messages or store any information associated with flows. Third, it does not assume or require any specific scheduling mechanism in the network and that multiple queueing disciplines can coexist. Fourth, route planning, a key ingredient for deterministic service, is not fundamentally required. Fifth, egress routers can perform admission control on traffic aggregates and do not need to store or monitor per-flow traffic conditions.

While the approach is novel and elegant, the scheme is vulnerable to sudden traffic-pattern changes. Since the technique used to make admission decisions is based on statistical inference through measurements, the scheme will work best in an environment where the network is stable, the pattern of traffic is relatively unchanging, the amount of traffic added or subtracted at each flow admission or termination is much smaller than the overall traffic being carried, and the size of the network is large. On the other hand, if this scheme is applied to a network composed of few nodes with hap-hazard traffic patterns, it can result in an unpredictable and unacceptable outcome. Since the accuracy of this scheme is closely tied to the network condition, it would be difficult to establish contractual agreements between the user and the service provider. Furthermore, the scheme will not work on the very first flow on any given pair of edge nodes because it does not have past history to construct envelopes for admission tests. It will not hold up well when there are sudden changes in the traffic flow such as node and link failures. A lengthy convergence period may be observed after significant changes in the state of the network occur.

Since the scheme does not explicitly de-allocate the resources at flow termination, it is difficult for the network to distinguish whether a flow has been terminated or the source of a flow is being silent temporarily. Once a source becomes silent or sends traffic below the declared sustained rate for a period of time, it may need to re-initiate a flow request or send some type of control packet to restore its state. In order to do this, the source must maintain a timer and the timer must be set with some understanding of the behavior of the network. This could add further complexity not only on the network nodes, but also on the end systems. The scheme does not provide any graceful or intelligent way to drop packets when the load exceeds the anticipated limit. No provisioning for correcting the initial assessment of traffic in an explicit manner is given either.

It also implicitly assumes that the traffic sources always generate some packets for the duration of the reservation. If a flow is admitted at a certain peak rate but is silent for a long time, the scheme will admit other flows during the silent period, resulting in overbooking, and packet drops could be observed when the silent source restarts the traffic generation.

E. Admission Control at End-User Stations

There are several versions of end-to-end measurement-based schemes proposed thus far [15]–[18]. In this section, a system proposed by Karlsson and Ronngren [18] is reviewed.

The goal of this end-to-end measurement-admission scheme is to bound the loss probability of packets in high-priority flows. A host wishing to establish a low packet-loss flow probes the network prior to sending data. Information gathered through probing is used to make an admission decision at the source host. Probing is performed as follows: a source host transmits blocks of packets for a period of time at the peak rate of the flow it wishes to establish. Each packet contains information regarding the probing, such as probe duration and transmission rate. Upon expiration of the probe duration, the destination host returns a packet, which contains a measurement report such as the number of probing packets received. Based on the measurement report, the source host makes the admission decision.

The proposed service architecture employs simple queueing and scheduling mechanisms at each node. Data and probing packets belong to the controlled-load service and are
allocated a certain portion of the link capacity. Within the controlled-load service, there are two partitions: high-priority queue and low-priority queue. Data packets are queued at the high-priority queue and always serviced prior to the low-priority queue packets. Probing packets are queued at the low-priority queue. All remaining packets belong to the best-effort traffic and are queued at the best-effort queue. This queue is serviced only when there are no packets in the controlled-load service.

The end-to-end measurement-based approach is by far the simplest of all the admission-control schemes surveyed in this study. The processing required by end system for the probing is light. The queuing and scheduling mechanisms necessary at each node are straightforward, and no flow state needs to be maintained in the network.

Due to its simplicity, the scheme is unable to provide sophisticated services. The proposed scheme can only give a statistical bound on the packet loss; delay is not considered by the admission control as it offers no guarantee since the source makes no requests to the network and the network makes no reservations for the probed flow. Bandwidth blocking could result in a highly contentious environment, where probing packets are generated at a high bandwidth rate compared to the remaining bandwidth of controlled-load service. Suppose there are multiple hosts wishing to establish sessions. Some hosts may request flows at a higher rate than the remaining bandwidth of controlled-load service, while others may wish to establish flows at a lower rate. Obviously, the attempts to establish flows at higher rates than the available bandwidth will not succeed. The slower rate flows should be accepted, so long as enough bandwidth remains in the controlled-load service. Under this type of condition, even the slower rate probing packets can be affected due to congestions in the controlled-load service and may not be able to receive the requested service.

In terms of bandwidth-use efficiency, it is desirable to keep the probing period as short as possible. However, a short probing period may not capture the average state of the network and may result in overbooking or underutilization. There is also an uncertainty in the probability of packet loss if this scheme were applied on a network without a route pinning, yet there was no mention of it in the literature reviewed.

Conclusion

There has been a sustained interest and effort in designing mechanisms to offer guaranteed services on IP networks. Admission control is one of the essential tools in supporting QoS. MPLS has received much attention as a promising transport architecture that could offer service differentiations in large-scale networks. The development of effective and scalable admission-control schemes and accompanying scheduling algorithms suitable for MPLS networks has become an important topic of research.

In this paper, the author introduced a location-based classification of admission-control schemes, a new taxonomy for admission-control schemes that compliments the traditional parameter-based and measurement-based admission-control categorization. In this new classification system, parameter-based and measurement-based admission-control schemes are further categorized into 1) edges-based, 2) centrally-controlled, 3) ingress-based, 4) egress-based, and 5) end-to-end-based. The author also surveyed various admission-control schemes in light of location-based classification systems in order to better understand their suitability for MPLS networks. The analysis summary is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of analysis of admission-control schemes based on location classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Admission</th>
<th>Scheduling</th>
<th>Pro / Con</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edges</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Stateful</td>
<td>Guarantee / Limited in scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Stateful, Core-Stateless</td>
<td>Flexible scheduling / Single point of failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingress</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Core-Stateless</td>
<td>Guarantee / May not scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egress</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Mathematically modeled / Not proven to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-End</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Simple / No guarantee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each scheme asserts some level of scalability. Indeed, there are some novel ideas proposed and elegant approaches presented. Yet, every one of them has at least one significant shortcoming that prevents it from being deployed over the Internet.

Admission controls that are hybrid, whose control mechanisms are placed at an ingress node or central node, have characteristics that are more promising for future development than others. In subsequent studies, the author plans to design an admission-control scheme that builds upon those foundations, yet exceeds in its scalability when compared with those evaluated in this study.
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